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ABSTRACT 
Corrugated Fibre Board has been a versatile packaging material especially in secondary and tertiary packaging segment. Its 

versatility is proven due to its characteristics like light weight, flexibility, ease in conversion in any possible  design, 

available in different varieties of flutes for different applications, flat when not in use and erected just in time hence require 

less space when not in use, strength in low and medium weight packaging segment, appealing and soft surface provide ease 

in surface decoration using Screen, flexography and even with lithography and recyclability all these makes this material 

versatile. 

Besides various other factors, Flute Profile and generally considered less significant i.e. Fluting Paper are the two key 

parameters responsible for the Edge Crush Test “ECT” and Flat Crush Test “FCT” strengths in corrugated fibre boards. In 

this research Fluting Papers is considered as a significant parameter which influences the above mentioned strengths in 

corrugated fibre board. For the purpose of strength evaluation, the corrugated fibre boards are made using two types of 

Fluting Papers; completely recycled general fluting i.e. Recycled Fluting Paper “RFP” and Special Fluting Paper “SFP” mix 

of virgin & recycled pulp in a ration of 20:80%. Remaining parameters of the corrugated board are constant.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Fluted paper when stuck to a flat sheet of paper on 

both-sides forms a single wall corrugated board. If 

fluted medium only is stuck on one side of a flat 

paper, it is called single facer. [3] The corrugated 

shipping container and related inner packaging is 

multifunctional. Its varied uses include wrapping, 

enclosing, protecting, cushioning, indexing, stacking 

and displaying. The basic function of packaging is to 

protect the product during distribution until the 

product is removed from package. The growing use 

of palletization in warehousing and distribution 

requires corrugated box with good stackability. 

Corrugated board is an appropriate material for 

obtaining high stackability. Product containability 

and cost-effective adaptation to logistic systems are 

important issues in corrugated board transport design. 

Today’s packaging is used not only for protection, 

but also for promotional and advertising support. It is 

a communication medium carrying information and 

artwork. Printing quality has been developed to meet 

these needs. [1]   

Fluting medium in corrugated board is like bracings 

in a truss. It should have just enough strength to 

connect both the liners without buckling or 

stretching. Main strength of corrugated board, 

however, comes from the liners. Perhaps this is the 

reason why recycled fibres are used for making 

fluting medium. [3]  

Importance of ECT & FCT  

In corrugated industries a thumb rule is followed i.e. 

people who online inspect the board manually, they 

press the board flutes and drum it to feel the strength 

of the board. Online inspection of the boards for ECT 

& FCT is practically not possible because of the 

speed of the corrugators and standard lengthy testing 

procedures followed by conditioning that requires 

substantial amount of time. Hence primarily board 

manufactures rely on the factors like Basis Mass, and 

Burst Factors provided by the paper manufacturers in 

the form of the Certificates of Conformance.  

ECT is the correct measure of box performance! 

Research has shown that ECT of the specimen in 

combination with bending stiffness directly correlates 

with the BCT. [3] Flat crush is a measure of the flute 

rigidity of the corrugated board. A high crush value 

indicates a combination of good flute formation and 

at least adequate strength medium. [3] “ECT is 

shown to be the primary criterion for measurement of 

the protective capacity of containers although South 

Africa specifies flat crush strength for its 

classification for board”. [2] However, generally in 

paper mills material not suitable for liner is used for 

manufacturing fluting medium. [3]  

In this research the approach will be to emphasize on 

“fluting paper is equally important in giving strength 

to the corrugated fibre board”.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

B flute is the most popular profile. It is used in three 

ply as well as five ply construction. Because of its 

lower Caliper, it has quite high Flat Crush Strength. 

The Flute can effectively withstand the pressure of 

plate during printing operation. The B flute has 

spacing sufficient enough to provide reasonable flat 

surface of top liner. It can also effectively withstand 

beating during transportation. Better printability 

coupled with reasonable flat crush strength makes it 

extremely suitable for small sized three ply boxes. It 

is also put on outside of the five ply box. [3] 

The most important is the objectives and performance 

of the packaging versus its cost. By looking at board 

combinations and paper types, it is usually possible to 

find an appropriate, cost effective board that will 

provide adequate protection. It is always good advice, 

however, to conduct trials when changing board 

combinations - to prevent costly damage to your 

products.[5]  

B flute profiled corrugated board with 30/125/30 

paper combination is selected as raw material for 

testing (Selected flutings are of same Basis Mass i.e. 

125 g/m^2). The board is made of general Recycled 

Fluting Paper and Special Fluting Paper and selected 

as a varying parameter. The material board is 

obtained and tested at the laboratory of Wellpack 

Packaging Mumbra, Dist Thane. The parameters; 

constants and varying are listed Table 1, similarly 

Flute Profile and its characteristics are shown in 

Table 2.  
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Table 1: Parameters (Constants and Variables) and Levels 

 
Table 2: Flute profiles & Characteristics 

 
Measurement of Strength of Corrugated Board 

Selected sampling, conditioning and testing standards are listed in Table 3  
Table 3: Sampling, Conditioning & Testing Standards 

 

Precision given in the standard is at 95.5% level of 

significance. 

Edge Crust Resistance:  Can be measured by Edge 

Crush Test. ECT is the correct measure for Box 

Performance. The load at which board buckles gives 

the ECT. SI Unit of ECT is kN/m. [3] Strength of the 

corrugated board at its edge is a measure to predict 

the BCT i.e. Box Compression Test. And the 

relationship between ECT & BCT can be calculated 

by McKee’s Equation.  

McKee formula [4]-  

BCT=5.876 X ECT X √U X d   
U = box outline/perimeter in mm 

d = thickness /caliper of corrugated board in mm 

Flat Crust Resistance:  Can be measured by Flat 

Crush Test (FCT). The FCT is a measure of the 

resistance of the flutes in corrugated board to a 

crushing force applied perpendicular to the surface of 

the board. The test is satisfactory for single-faced or 

single wall corrugated board, not for double wall or 

triple wall corrugated board, because of the lateral 

motion of the single facing or facings. [3] Its Unit is 

Kg/sq.cm. or kPa. 

Statistical Methods and Level of Significance: Main 

interaction plots to show the relationship between 

two similar responses and behavior of the responses 

by graphical format are selected for data analysis. As 

mentioned in the test standards the Level of 

Significance set at 95.5%.  

RESULTS 

As per the sampling plan 5 units per lot of size 100 

each are chosen to perform the response tests, 10 

specimens are cut to the required size from each unit 

for ECT and FCT and tested on calibrated Galdabini 

QUASAR 50 (Universal Compression Testing 

Machine). Average response values for all trials are 

shown in Table 4. 
Table 4: Average response values for all trials 
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Behaviors of the response values are shown in 

figure1 and figure 2 respectively. Main interaction 

plots are shown in figure 3 and figure 4 that clearly 

indicate the positive behavior of responses at Special 

Fluting. 

The Special Fluting gives better results in ECT and 

FCT strength of B flute- corrugated fibre boards as 

compared to that of General 100% Recycled Fluting. 

The only and important thing is to select appropriate 

fluting paper. By using 20% virgin fibres in fluting 

paper gives better ECT & FCT strengths without 

much compromising with the cost.  

 
Figure 1: Behavior of Fluting Papers in ECT in All 

Trials 

 
Figure 2: Behavior of Fluting Papers in FCT in All 

Trials 

 

 
Figure 3: Main Interaction Plots_Average ECT & FCT 

CONCLUSION 

It may be well concluded with these trials that by 

looking at fluting paper types, it is usually possible to 

find an appropriate, cost effective board that will 

satisfy the intended need from a package. Fluting 

paper plays important role in providing strength to 

the corrugated board hence its equally important as 

liners. 
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